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Abstract The abundance of sentiment-carrying user-generated content renders automated cross-language information monitoring tools crucial for today’s businesses.
In order to facilitate cross-language sentiment analysis, we propose to compare the
sentiment conveyed by unstructured text across languages through universal star ratings for intended sentiment. We demonstrate that the way natural language reveals
people’s intended sentiment differs across languages. The results of our experiments
with respect to modeling this relation for both Dutch and English by means of a
monotone increasing step function mainly suggest that language-specific sentiment
scores can separate universal classes of intended sentiment from one another to a
limited extent.
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1 Introduction
Today’s Web enables people to produce an ever-growing amount of virtual utterances of opinions in any language. Anyone can write reviews and blogs, post messages on discussion forums, or publish whatever crosses one’s mind on Twitter at
any time. This yields a continuous flow of an overwhelming amount of multi-lingual
data, containing traces of valuable information – people’s sentiment with respect
to products, brands, etcetera. As recent estimates indicate that one in three blog
posts [15] and one in five tweets [12] discuss products or brands, the abundance
of user-generated content published through such social media renders automated
cross-language information monitoring tools crucial for today’s businesses.
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Sentiment analysis comes to answer this need. Sentiment analysis refers to a
broad area of natural language processing, computational linguistics, and text mining. Typically, the goal is to determine the polarity of natural language text. An
intuitive approach involves scanning a text for cues signaling its polarity. Existing
approaches typically consist of language-specific parts such as sentiment lexicons,
i.e., lists of words and their associated sentiment, possibly differentiated by Partof-Speech (POS) and/or meaning [2], or components for, e.g., identifying the POS
or lemma of words. Yet, each language-specific sentiment analysis approach typically produces sentiment scores for texts in its reference language. Intuitively, these
scores should be comparable across languages, irrespective of the techniques used
to get these scores – provided that these techniques adhere to the same constraints
in that they, e.g., produce a score on a continuous scale between −1 (negative) and 1
(positive). However, sentiment scores are not directly comparable across languages,
as they tend to be affected by many different language-specific phenomena [3].
Therefore, we propose to perform cross-language sentiment analysis not by using
the sentiment scores associated with natural language content per se, but by involving another way of measuring sentiment – sentiment classification by means of star
ratings. In such ratings, which are commonly used in, e.g., reviews, a more positive sentiment towards the topic of a text is typically reflected by a higher number
of stars associated with the text. Sentiment scores are affected by the way people
express themselves in natural language, whereas star ratings are (universal) classifications of the sentiment that people actually intend to convey.
In this paper, we aim to gain insight in the relation between language-specific
sentiment scores and universal star ratings in order to be able to compare sentiment
scores across languages. As such, we benefit from the robust and fine-grained type
of analysis that traditional, lexicon-based sentiment analysis techniques offer [24],
while using universal star ratings in order to scale the obtained language-specific
sentiment scores so that sentiment normalization across languages can be realized.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, we discuss related
work on cross-language sentiment analysis in Sect. 2. We then propose a method for
making language-specific sentiment scores comparable across languages through
universal classifications of intended sentiment in Sect. 3. A discussion of insights
following from an evaluation of our method is presented in Sect. 4. Last, we conclude and propose directions for future work in Sect. 5.

2 Cross-Language Sentiment Analysis
In a recent literature survey on sentiment analysis [21], the current surge of research interest in systems that deal with opinions and sentiment is attributed to the
fact that, in spite of today’s users’ hunger for and reliance upon on-line advice and
recommendations, explicit information on user opinions is often hard to find, confusing, or overwhelming. Many sentiment analysis approaches exist, yet the topic
of cross-language sentiment analysis has been relatively unexplored.

Among popular bag-of-word approaches to sentiment analysis in an arbitrary
language (typically English), a binary encoding of text, indicating the presence or
absence of specific words, has initially proven to be an effective representation [20].
Later research has focused on different vector representations of text, including vector representations with additional features representing semantic distinctions between words [26] or vector representations with sophisticated weighting schemes
for word features [19]. Such vector representations are typically used by machine
learning algorithms in order to score a piece of natural language text for its associated sentiment or to classify it as either positive or negative.
The alternative lexicon-based approaches typically exhibit lower classification
accuracy, but tend to be more robust across domains [24]. Also, lexicon-based approaches can be generalized relatively easily to other languages by using dictionaries [17]. Recently proposed lexicon-based sentiment analysis techniques range
from rather simple [9, 10] to more sophisticated approaches that take into account
structural or semantic aspects of content, for instance by means of a deeper linguistic analysis focusing on differentiating between rhetorical roles of text segments [8, 23, 24].
These existing approaches may work very well for the language they have been
designed for, yet applying the state-of-the-art in sentiment analysis on entirely new
languages has been shown to have its challenges, as each language may require
another approach [18]. Existing research on sentiment analysis in different languages has been focused mainly on how to create new sentiment analysis methods with minimal effort, without losing too much accuracy with respect to classifying a text as either positive or negative. The focus of existing research varies from
creating sentiment lexicons [11, 25] to constructing new sentiment analysis frameworks [1, 5, 6, 7, 18] for languages other than the reference language.
Moens and Boiy [18] have analyzed the creation of different sentiment analysis frameworks for different languages, while requiring minimal human effort for
developing these frameworks. For any of their considered languages, Moens and
Boiy [18] recommend a three-layer sentiment analysis framework in order to realize a fast way of computing sentiment scores. The first layer is very fast in its
computations, yet does yield very accurate sentiment scores. When the result of a
computation is not of a desired level of accuracy, the text is processed by the second, more precise, but also slower, computation layer. This process is repeated on
the third layer. If still no accurate score is computed, the score of layer two is kept.
The results of Moens and Boiy [18] indicate that the specifics of the configurations
of such frameworks differ per language.
Rather than creating language-specific sentiment analysis frameworks, Bautin,
Vijayarenu, and Skiena [4] have proposed to analyze cross-lingual sentiment by
means of machine translation. They use machine translation in order to convert all
considered texts into English and subsequently perform sentiment analysis on the
translated results. By doing so, the authors assume that the results of the analysis on
both the original text and the translated text are comparable and that the errors made
by the machine translation do not significantly influence the results of the sentiment
analysis.

However, the quality of machine translation may very well have an influence on
the quality of the output of the sentiment analysis on the translated text, as lowquality translations do not typically form accurate representations of the original
content and hence are not likely to convey the sentiment of the original text. Moreover, when focusing on developing sentiment lexicons for other languages by means
of, for instance, machine translation, the need for distinct sentiment analysis approaches for different languages [18] is largely ignored.
Therefore, Bal et al. [3] have recently proposed a framework in which the sentiment in documents written in multiple languages can be assessed by means of
language-specific sentiment analysis components. By means of this framework, the
sentiment in documents has been compared with the sentiment conveyed by their
translated counterparts. These experiments have shown that sentiment scores are not
directly comparable across languages, as these scores tend to be affected by many
different language-specific phenomena. In addition to this, Wierzbicka [27, 28] has
argued that there is a cultural dimension to cross-language sentiment differences, as
every language imposes its own classification upon human emotional experiences,
thus rendering English sentiment-carrying words artifacts of the English language
rather than culture-free analytical tools.
In this light, we are in need of a more universal way of capturing sentiment in order to be able to compare sentiment expressed in different languages. In this paper,
we assume that star ratings can be used for this purpose. A higher number of stars
associated with a piece of sentiment-carrying natural language text is typically associated with a more positive sentiment of the author towards the topic of this text. As
such, star ratings are universal classifications of the sentiment that people actually
intend to convey, whereas traditional sentiment scores tend to reflect the sentiment
conveyed by the way people express themselves in natural language. Intuitively,
both measures may be related to some extent, yet to the best of our knowledge, the
relation between language-specific sentiment scores and universal sentiment classifications has not been previously investigated.

3 From Sentiment Scores to Star Ratings
As traditional sentiment analysis techniques are guided by the natural language used
in texts, they allow for a fine-grained linguistic analysis of conveyed sentiment. In
addition, they are rather robust as they take into account the actual content of a
piece of natural language text, especially when involving structural and semantic
aspects of content in the analysis [8, 23]. Yet, this language-dependency thwarts the
cross-language comparability of sentiment thus identified.
Typically, traditional approaches are focused on assigning a sentiment score to a
piece of natural language text, ranging from, e.g., −1 (negative) to 1 (positive). In
order to support amplification of sentiment, such as “very good” rather than “good”,
sentiment scores may also range from, e.g., −1.5 (very negative) to 1.5 (very positive). Ideally, a sentiment score of for instance 0.7 would have the same meaning in

both English and, e.g., Dutch, yet research has shown that this is not typically the
case [3]. Therefore, in order to enable cross-language sentiment analysis while enjoying the benefits of traditional language-specific sentiment analysis approaches, a
mapping from language-specific scores of conveyed sentiment to universal classifications of intended sentiment is of paramount importance.
In our current endeavors, we assume a five-star rating scale to be a universal
classification method for an author’s intended sentiment, i.e., consensus exists with
respect to the meaning of each out of five classes. These classes are defined on
an ordinal scale, i.e., a piece of text that is assigned five stars is considered to be
more positive than a piece of text that belongs to the class of documents with four
stars. Additionally, we assume that higher language-specific sentiment scores are
associated with star ratings, which we model as a monotonically increasing step
function. As such, we assume texts with, e.g., four stars to have higher sentiment
scores than texts belonging to the three-star class.
Given these assumptions, we can construct language-specific sentiment maps for
translating language-specific sentiment scores into universal star ratings. In each
mapping, we consider five star segments, where we define a star segment as a set
of sentiment-carrying natural language texts that have the same number of stars assigned to them. These five star segments are separated by a total of four boundaries,
the position of which is based on the sentiment scores associated with the texts in
each segment.
An intuitive sentiment map is depicted in Fig. 1. One could expect the one-star
and five-star classes to be representing the extreme negative and positive cases, respectively, i.e., covering respective sentiment scores below −1 and above 1. The
class of documents associated with three stars would intuitively be centered around
a sentiment score of 0, indicating a more or less neutral sentiment. The classes of
two-star and four-star texts would then cover the remaining ranges of negative and
positive scores, respectively, in order to represent the rather negative and positive
natural language texts, respectively. Many alternative mappings may exist for, e.g.,
different domains or languages. Mappings may for instance be skewed towards positive or negative sentiment scores or the boundaries may be unequally spread across
the full range of sentiment scores.
The challenge is to find an optimal set of boundaries for each considered language in order to enable cross-language sentiment analysis by mapping languagespecific sentiment scores, reflecting the sentiment conveyed by the way people express themselves in natural language, to universal star ratings, reflecting the intended
sentiment. The goal of such an optimization process is to minimize the total costs cb
associated with a given set of boundaries b. We define these costs as the sum of the
number of misclassifications εi (b) in each individual sentiment class i ∈ {1, . . . , 5},
given the set of boundaries b, i.e.,
5

cb = ∑ εi (b) .
i=1

(1)

Fig. 1 Intuitive mapping from sentiment conveyed by natural language to universal star ratings.

This optimization process, yielding a set of boundaries associated with the least
possible number of misclassifications, is subject to the constraint that the boundaries
must be non-overlapping and ordered, while being larger than the sentiment score
lower bound sl and smaller than the sentiment score upper bound su , i.e.,
sl < b1 < b2 < b3 < b4 < su .

(2)

Finding an optimal set of boundaries is not a trivial task, as many combinations
exist and the boundaries are moreover interdependent. Once an arbitrary boundary
is set, it affects the possible locations of the other boundaries. Furthermore, classes
may not be perfectly separable in the sole dimension of sentiment scores.
For example, let us consider the separation problem presented in Fig. 2, where
documents in Segment A need to be separated from those in Segment B by means of
boundary B. The two segments however exhibit some overlap, which prevents the
segments from being perfectly separable. Yet, some solutions are better than others in this scenario. For instance, in the intersection of Segment A and Segment B,
boundary B1 would result in all five documents from Segment A being erroneously
classified as Segment B documents, one Segment B document being classified as a
Segment A document, and only three documents being classified correctly in Segment B. Boundary B2 on the other hand would yield only three misclassifications in
Segment A, one misclassification in Segment B, and two and three correct classifications in Segment A and Segment B, respectively.
Many algorithms can be used in order to cope with such issues. One may want
to consider using a greedy algorithm in order to construct a set of boundaries. Alternatively, heuristic or randomized optimization techniques like genetic algorithms
may be applied in order to explore the multitude of possible solutions. Finally, if the
size of the data set allows, a brute force approach can be applied in order to assess
all possible boundary sets at a certain level of granularity.

Fig. 2 Separating two segments of documents from one another by means of tentative boundaries
B1 and B2 . In the intersection of both segments, both Segment A and Segment B contain three
documents with an equally high sentiment score. Segment A contains two additional documents
with a lower score, whereas Segment B contains another document with an even lower score.

By using our proposed method, the sentiment conveyed by people’s utterances
of opinions in natural language can first be accurately analyzed by means of stateof-the-art tools tailored to the language of these texts. The sentiment scores thus
obtained can subsequently be transformed into universal star ratings by means of
language-specific sentiment maps. We can thus make language-specific sentiment
scores comparable across languages by mapping these scores to universal classifications of intended sentiment.

4 Evaluation
Our proposed approach of making language-specific sentiment scores comparable
across languages by means of mapping these scores to universal star ratings, can be
used to perform several analyses, as depicted in Fig. 3. First, the sentiment score
of documents can be compared across languages (1). This has already been done in
previous research endeavors, which have revealed that this type of cross-language
sentiment analysis is not the most promising one, as sentiment scores as such do
not appear to be directly comparable across languages [3]. A more suitable analysis is an exploration of how language-specific sentiment scores can be converted
into universal star ratings (2) and how such mappings differ across languages (3).
Therefore, we focus on this type of analysis in this paper. The (interpretation of)
star ratings could also be compared across languages (4), yet this falls outside of
the scope of our current endeavors, as we assume star ratings to be universal and
comparable across languages.

Fig. 3 Considered comparisons between Dutch (NED) and English (ENG) pieces of sentimentcarrying natural language text.

In our analysis, we consider two sets of similar documents. One set consists of
1,759 short movie reviews in Dutch, crawled from various web sites [13, 14]. The
other collection consists of 46,315 short movie reviews in English [16, 22]. Each
review in our data sets contains a maximum amount of 100 words. Each review has
been rated by its respective writer on a scale of one to five or ten stars, depending
on the web site, where more stars imply a more positive verdict. We have converted
all document ratings to a five-star scale by dividing all scores on a ten-star scale by
two and rounding the resulting scores to the nearest integer. This process results in a
data set in which, for both considered languages, the documents are approximately
normally distributed over five star classes, while being slightly skewed towards the
higher classes.
The documents in our data set are first analyzed for the sentiment conveyed by
their text by means of an existing framework for lexicon-based sentiment analysis in
multiple languages, more specifically English and Dutch [3]. This framework is essentially a pipeline in which each component fulfills a specific task in analyzing the
sentiment of an arbitrary document. For each supported language, this framework
first prepares documents by cleaning the text – i.e., converting the text to lowercase, removing diacritics, etcetera – and performing initial linguistic analysis by
identifying each word’s POS as well as by distinguishing opinionated words and
their modifiers from neutral words. After this preparation process, each document
is scored by sum-aggregating the sentiment scores of the opinionated words, while
taking into account their modifiers, if any.
Scoring each document in our data set for the sentiment conveyed by its text
yields a set of 1,759 two-dimensional data points for Dutch and 46,315 similar twodimensional data points for English, each of which represents a paired observation
of a language-specific sentiment score and the associated universal star rating of
intended sentiment. These data points can be used to construct a mapping between
sentiment scores and star ratings for each considered language. As the size of our
data set allows for it, we use a brute force approach in our current endeavors, where
we assess the performance in terms of number of misclassifications for all possible
combinations of boundaries, with a step size of 0.1.
The resulting sentiment score ranges per star class are reported in Table 1. These
ranges are averages over all folds of our 10-fold cross-validation. The results in
Table 1 indicate that sentiment maps may have different characteristics for different
languages. For instance, the Dutch sentiment map appears to be more equally spread
than the English sentiment map. Additionally, more than in Dutch documents, moderate sentiment scores in English documents are typically already associated with
extreme star ratings. This effect hold is more apparent in positive ratings than in
negative ratings.
When using the boundaries thus obtained for classifying pieces of opinionated
natural language text into one out of five star categories solely based on the sentiment score conveyed by the text itself, the performance of the constructed sentiment
maps turns out to differ per language as well. The 10-fold cross-validated overall
classification accuracy on Dutch documents equals approximately 20%, whereas
the overall classification accuracy on English documents equals about 40%. This

Table 1 Language-specific sentiment score intervals associated with each considered number of
stars for both Dutch and English.
Stars Dutch sentiment scores English sentiment scores
1
[−1.5, −0.5]
[−1.5, −0.4]
2
(−0.5, −0.1]
(−0.4, 0.0]
3
(−0.1, 0.4]
(0.0, 0.2]
4
(0.4, 0.9]
(0.2, 0.4]
5
(0.9, 1.5]
(0.4, 1.5]

observation suggests that the sentiment conveyed by natural language text may in
some languages be a better proxy for intended sentiment than in other languages.
As such, more (latent) aspects of opinionated pieces of natural language text, such
as structural aspects or emoticons, may need to be taken into account when converting language-specific sentiment scores into universal star ratings in order to better
facilitate cross-language sentiment analysis.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have proposed to facilitate cross-language sentiment analysis by
comparing the sentiment conveyed by natural language text across languages by using these language-specific sentiment scores to classify pieces of sentiment-carrying
natural language text into universal star ratings. We have shown that the way natural
language reveals people’s sentiment tends to differ across languages, as the relation
between sentiment conveyed by natural language and intended sentiment is different
for the two languages considered in our current work.
The results of our initial experiments with respect to modeling this relation for
each language by means of a monotone increasing step function mainly suggest
that the sole dimension of language-specific sentiment scores can separate universal
classes of intended sentiment from one another to a limited extent. As such, we
have made first steps towards cross-language sentiment analysis through universal
star ratings, yet our results warrant future research.
In future research, we consider relaxing some of our assumptions in order for
the mapping between language-specific sentiment scores and universal star ratings
to be more accurate. For instance, we could consider dropping the monotonicity
constraint and allow for a non-linear relation between sentiment scores and star
ratings. Last, more aspects of content other than the associated sentiment score, e.g.,
emoticons, could be used as proxy for star ratings in order to facilitate sentiment
analysis across languages.
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